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This is an updated version of an article that first appeared on Anandtech.com in January 2018, and it has some updated results including for our SSD-PUT 2TB drive. All our hardware testing is done with rigorous testing and thorough analysis for accuracy and
reproducibility. Testing methodology and data can be found here. Thanks to all of our reviewers for their time and effort. In Part II we'll look at PC Speed Maximizer's clone detection, performance in RAID mode, a comparison with traditional mechanical hard drives and
more. The new PC Speed Maximizer 3.1 includes: Built-in Timekeeper functions for automatically adjusting system power-saving options Enhanced memory reporting capabilities for memory speed, memory bandwidth and built-in memory controller Ability to compare

and optimize system performance with an expanded set of various benchmarks Monitor memory and peripheral status Built-in flash memory performance test to show the speed of the device, based on algorithms designed by the manufacturers of flash memory chips PC
Speed Maximizer now supports UWP, enabling users to capture video and screen shots from both Xbox One and PC games PC Speed Maximizer 3.0 has been updated to include our other tools from Transcend: RAM cache/RAM cache manager, VSS cache/VSS cache

manager, Storage space manager, File manager and Timekeeper. All tools can be found in the utility tab in the PC Speed Maximizer main window. PC Speed Maximizer is a multi-platform application, available for download from the PC Speed download page at Trend
Micro's website, and is compatible with Mac, Windows, Linux, iOS, Android, Windows Server, OpenVMS and other platforms. The application has already proven to be extremely popular, and we expect it to be so for years to come.
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Among the more surprising results of our testing is the mediocre performance of the Sandisk SSD-500. It's basically a thumb drive which happens to be flash-based. It's flexible and portable, but when you have a 1TB capacity drive with 50MBps of read speed and
30MBps of write speed, you don't have a lot to shout about. Sandisk should offer a more substantial SSD-500. While we don't advocate buying these devices for workstations, the Sandisk offering is a curious experiment. Sandisk, if you're listening, we're still waiting on
our SSD-500 for review. Speed Monitor is a system tool that analyzes, records and stores system information, help solve system performance issues and optimize system settings. Based on it, it is very easy to control the overall performance of your Windows operating
system. Learn a powerful technique for easily speed up your computer and to clean up your computer. Using a Process Manager for Windows (known also as a Process Explorer) allows you to see and deal with unused, hidden, and orphaned processes running on your

computer. Price-wise, the Patriot SuperSonic Rage Prime (1TB model, ) costs $110 at Newegg (which converts to around $120 USD). That's only $10 more than the Team Group Extreme Speed drive, and is the only drive in this class to come in cheaper than that.
YouTube is full of great tips for improving your PC. The most visited YouTube channel has over 30 million subscribers and millions of videos. They cover all topics from beginner to advanced. This video will give you some advice on how to speed up your computer and

remove bloatware. 5ec8ef588b
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